poor stimulus control and poor visibility of distal integData available online at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/ content/full/37/6/977/DC1 for a full description of the rative events. The use of glutamate iontophoresis or laser uncaging or direct electrical stimulation of presynmodel). We focus on summation within the synapserich thin terminal branches of the apical tree and run aptic fibers usually means incomplete knowledge or control of the number, exact whereabouts, or subtype of several variants of A ϩ B synaptic summation experiments to compare the predictions of the two different channel activated (i.e., AMPA versus NMDA, ionotropic versus metabotropic). This uncertainty, coupled with the models of synaptic arithmetic. In particular, we • explore the entire range of stimulus intensities and poor visibility of distal electrical responses provided by a single somatic recording electrode, could lead to the levels of balance and explicitly track the results for each identified dendritic subunit, delivery of stimuli which are too weak, too strong, or too restricted in range to properly characterize the nonlinear • compare results for two different subthreshold response measures that emphasize different time interactions among synapses which may occur in the distal dendrites.
courses of the response, • compare results for two different stimulus formats, This problem may be highlighted by contrasting the predictions of two different models of subthreshold denincluding discrete single-pulse stimuli and high-frequency trains, and dritic integration, one linear and one nonlinear, both of which can be expressed by a single equation
• compare results for within-branch versus betweenbranch summation.
The results of each of our new simulation experiments lead to predictions that can be tested experimentally using currently available methods. In a companion paper where x i is the total input to the ith dendritic subunit, s in this issue of Neuron (Poirazi et al., 2003), we extend is the subunit input-output function, ␣ i is the subunit's our investigation to the suprathreshold case in which weight, and m is the number of subunits. In the special many subunits are driven simultaneously with high-frecase where s(x) ϭ x, Equation 2 reduces to cell-wide quency inputs, and somatic responses are quantified linear summation by spike rate. Figure 1A ). Using pharmacological versus 101% in Cash and Yuste [1999] ) is partly attribblockers for NMDA channels, Na ϩ channels, Ca 2ϩ chanuted to our lack of very large expected response cases nels, and A-type K ϩ channels, they found that the nonlinin the range of 14mV to 18mV, which in the Cash and ear suppression of combined responses was due priYuste data set were strictly sublinear ( Figure 2A) . In marily to voltage-dependent rectification by I A , which is addition, the model cell exhibited slightly less Na ϩ -and present in high concentrations in the apical tree (Figure Ca bined response, corresponding roughly to the local Na ϩ highly nonlinear pattern of summation for EPSP peaks is much less evident when EPSP peaks are measured spiking threshold in our model, the dendritic response to six total synapses jumps far above the linear predicat the soma (red symbols in Figure 3B ). The superlinear range for six to ten synapses remains in evidence but tion. For example, a 25mV expectation in the balanced case of A ϭ B ϭ 4 synapses leads to a 50mV actual appears in the very low response range under 4mV in comparison to the 40mV to 60mV generated distally. At response. Then, given that the response peak is largely determined by the local Na ϩ current, which is essentially the other end of the response continuum, the huge local sublinearity arising from summation of the two very all-or-none in character, the actual response becomes nearly flat as inputs grow larger. For expectations in strong inputs is also markedly attenuated at the soma. For comparison, the largest upward and downward deexcess of 50mV, the negligible growth of actual responses pushes the data below the diagonal into the viations from the main diagonal at the distal electrode are ϩ23mV (eight synapses) and Ϫ48.6mV (28 synsublinear range. The inset shows actual (solid) versus predicted (dashed) voltage traces for one stimulus pair, apses), respectively, while at the soma the maximum deviations seen for these same synapse totals are ϩ1mV indicated by four asterisks in Figures 3A and 3B .
The clear progression from linear to superlinear to and Ϫ1.32mV. The maximum deviations at the soma reached ϩ3.38mV and Ϫ1.32mV over all cases. These sublinear summation at the dendritic recording site for weak, intermediate, and strong balanced stimuli is indicmin and max deviation cases at the soma are shown connected with dashed lines in Figure 3B and are reproative of the powerful thresholding nonlinearity provided by the local dendritic spike-generating mechanism. This duced in Figure 3C along with the comparable min and max deviations for 19 other thin branches in the apical linear interaction occurs locally within the stimulated branch. The interaction could be due to a single dentree. The compression of the deviations at the soma compared to the dendritic recording site is due primarily drite-wide or cell-wide nonlinearity triggered by inputs to a single branch. To address this question, we compared to the attenuation of fast spike responses in the course of their travel from a thin distal branch into the main within-branch summation to between-branch summation for 20 thin branches in the apical tree drawn at trunk and on to the cell body.
When the mean (time-averaged) EPSP was used as random from the complete set of 38. The results are shown in Figures 3C and 3D . For the a response measure rather than the EPSP peak, the pattern of summation was altered. First, given the much within-branch data, the most sublinear and most superlinear cases were culled out for each of the 20 slower time course of the mean response, we found that summation arithmetic was more similar at the dendritic branches and were used to represent that branch's "envelope" of nonlinear summation. For summation of and somatic recording sites than was the case for peak responses (blue symbols in Figures 3A and 3B) . Second, EPSP peaks, the 20 min-max pairs are shown as red triangles connected by lines in Figure 3C . This provided virtually all summation of mean responses was in the linear to superlinear range at both recording sites. Third, a sparser and more usefully annotated view of the cloud of scatter data shown in Figure 2C . For summation of whereas the maximum superlinearity was observed at the low end of the peak response range, the maximum EPSP means, the min-max pairs are shown as blue crosses connected by lines in Figure 3D . As can be superlinearity for summation of mean responses was found at the high end of the response range (see conseen in the population of combined peak and mean summation results for the 20 branches, the single branch nected min-max pair in Figure 3B , reproduced in Figure  3D ). Fourth, by comparing peak and mean responses described in detail in Figures 3A and 3B showed only modest deviations from linearity in comparison to many recorded at the two sites during the same experiment, it was possible to dissociate the pattern of summation other branches tested.
To complete the picture, we repeated the same set for the two response measures. As shown by the insets and asterisks in Figures 3A and 3B (10 ϩ 16 synapses) , of summation experiments but with stimuli delivered to two different terminal oblique or tuft branches separated summation at the soma was marginally sublinear for EPSP peaks (Ϫ1%) and superlinear for EPSP means by the apical trunk. Two sister branches on the same thin-branch subtree were excluded. Branch pairs were (ϩ34.4%), with a similar but exaggerated dichotomy at the dendritic recording site. drawn at random from the same 38 terminal sections as before. The results of these experiments are shown as green circles in Figures 3C and 3D . All recordings Summation of EPSPs in Same versus Trunk-Separated Tips were made at the cell body. In the case of EPSP peaks, the between-branch summation data are tightly clusIt is clear from the results of Figures 3A and 3B that voltage-dependent interactions between two inputs detered along the main diagonal (green circles in Figure  3C ) and lie almost entirely inside the envelopes of the livered to a thin branch in the apical tree lead to significant deviations from the linear prediction when meawithin-branch summation data. Thus, when EPSP peaks were measured, summation of inputs delivered to two sured either in the dendrites or at the cell body. However, these experiments do not prove that the observed nondifferent branches was close to linear for all branches, for all stimulus intensities, and for all degrees of stimulus very strong synchronous input pulse and (2) summation was assessed using a slow (i.e., time-averaged) rebalance. For summation of EPSP means, the betweenbranch summation data were also more tightly clustered sponse measure. The trend was not seen, for example, when EPSP peaks were measured ( Figure 3C ). and more linear than the within-branch data ( Figure 3D ). For very strong inputs, however, a significant upward Overall, the data shown in Figure 3 support a clear rejection of the linear summation hypothesis, since sumbend was observed in the between-branch data, indicating a nonlinear boosting interaction between the two mation within virtually every one of the 20 branches tested showed a predictable pattern of significant deviastimulated branches. We found that this branch-tobranch interaction depended on slow-acting dendritic tions from linearity. For any given branch, the most superlinear peak response averaged 130% relative to the calcium channels (data not shown) and was only clearly present when (1) the cell was stimulated with a single linear benchmark, and the most sublinear response av-eraged 83%. For mean responses, the most superlinear peak and mean response measures gave results that were more similar to each other both in magnitude and and sublinear summation on a branch averaged 138% and 99%, respectively. By comparison, for any given in form at both recording electrodes. This was to be expected since the 250 ms stimulus duration meant pair of branches in the between-branch experiments, the most superlinear and sublinear responses for the peak and mean response measures were now both slow, in the sense that the peak was now extracted from a pair averaged 104% and 94% for EPSP peaks, and 121% and 101% for EPSP means. Clearly in this model syntrace of much longer duration and potentially containing multiple peaks. Second, a sigmoidal summation nonlinapses interact more nonlinearly when they lie on the same branch than when they lie on different branches, earity was now clearly present at the soma for both peak and mean response measures ( Figure 4B) . Thus, unlike which is the heart of the sum-of-subunits hypothesis expressed by Equation 2.
the single-shock case, the dendritic and somatic recording electrodes in this case tell a very similar story Less clear is the precise form of the nonlinear interaction, that is, the form of a dendritic subunits input-output (compare Figures 4A and 4B) . Third, within-branch summation was now dominated by data in the linear to sufunction. Based on dendritic recordings of EPSP peaks, a sigmoidal nonlinearity is suggested by the clean properlinear range for both response measures (Figure 4 ). This was due to the fact that inputs strong enough to gression from linear to superlinear back to linear and then sublinear summation for balanced inputs (Figure drive the dendritic compartment deep into the sublinear range generally also triggered somatic spikes. Following 3A, red symbols). At the somatic recording electrode, however, summation appears to be governed by a more Cash and Yuste (1999), we discarded the data in such cases. Fourth, summation between branches was again complex bi-lobed function for both peak and mean response measures ( Figure 3B) . A second complication overwhelmingly linear but was now more similar in form for peak and mean response measures (green circles in arises from the finding of a significant slow boosting interaction when strong inputs are delivered to two dif- Figures 4C and 4D ). In particular, the prominent boosting interaction seen for summation of mean responses to ferent branches ( Figure 3D ). Such an interaction cannot be accommodated by the simple functional form of very strong single-shock inputs essentially disappears for high-frequency inputs. Equation 2, which holds that the two subunit outputs should combine linearly.
As before, the extremes of nonlinear summation within each branch were, across the population, much larger Either of these complexities could signal that the sumof-sigmoid-subunits model is inadequate to predict the and well separated from the very modest extreme values seen for between-branch cases The one exception to summation of paired inputs in this very complex model cell. Another possibility is that the complexities are artithis rule, just as for the single-impulse case, was that for within-branch stimulation, mean responses rarely if factual and arise from our use of a highly unnatural stimulus. A subthreshold EPSP-like response, evoked ever ventured far into sublinear territory and thus could not be reliably distinguished from the population of beby a single discrete impulse delivered synchronously to a population of excitatory synapses on a resting cell, tween-branch cases. Overall, in spite of the extremely complex response provides a simple and convenient measure of synaptic action. However, such a stimulus represents a radical dynamics associated with high-frequency stimulation (see insets in Figures 4A and 4B) , the results of the 50 simplification of the stimulus conditions that are likely to exist in vivo. Under natural conditions, a neuron is Hz runs were simpler to interpret than those generated using single-shock stimuli. At the somatic recording likely to receive trains of synaptic input that involve both excitatory and inhibitory pathways acting over considerelectrode, the arithmetic of synaptic summation within a thin distal branch appeared more nonlinear, more clearly ably longer times. For this reason, we set out to assess the arithmetic of pairwise summation under more realissigmoidal, and less dependent on response measure ( Figures 4A and 4B) . Moreover, summation between tic stimulus conditions. branches was remarkably close to the linear benchmark across a wide range of stimulus intensities and for both This conclusion is based on two main observations. nonlinear interactions between inputs delivered to the same branch are not mediated by a dendrite-wide nonFirst, by tracking the pattern of response summation within each dendritic branch over a wide range of input linearity. Had they been, summation between branches ought to have shown a similar kind and degree of nonlinintensities, we noted a consistent progression of summation arithmetic for balanced cases strongly suggesear interaction, but this was not the case. Summation between branches was remarkably linear. tive of a sigmoidal subunit nonlinearity. In the case of 50 Hz stimulation where the results are clearer, summation was linear for the weakest input pairs, superlinear for
Comparison of Response Measures
We compared summation arithmetic for two different intermediate pairs, followed by a roll off back toward linear/sublinear summation for the strongest input pairs. response measures: mean versus peak subthreshold somatic potential. For single-impulse stimuli, different Bona fide sublinear summation was never observed using 50 Hz stimulation, however, since the very strong conclusions could be drawn depending on the choice of a peak versus mean response measure. For example, input pairs destined to produce response saturation inevitably also triggered somatic spikes, which disqualiwithin-branch summation was more strongly biased to the superlinear range for mean compared to peak refied these data from inclusion in the scatter plot (following Cash and Yuste, 1999).
sponses, owing largely to the contributions of voltagedependent NMDA and Ca 2ϩ channels to the late phase of Second, by comparing summation within branches to summation between branches, we established that the response. For related reasons, summation of mean responses when inputs were delivered to two different While it is true that the accelerating nonlinearity can be detected by noting that (1 ϩ 1) 2 Ͼ 1 2 ϩ 1 2 , a comparable branches also showed a clear bias to superlinearity, but only in the late response under the strongest input test with four inputs leads to a much larger difference between predicted and actual responses, that is, (1 ϩ conditions. (In contrast, peak response summation was almost perfectly linear.) This suggests that a pan-den-1 ϩ 1 ϩ 1) 2 ϾϾ 1 2 ϩ 1 2 ϩ 1 2 ϩ 1 2 . Input Range Limitation drite boosting interaction can occur when the cell is presented with a single large pulse of excitation but that
The range of input magnitudes tested can influence conclusions drawn regarding synaptic summation. For exthe superlinear interaction takes time to develop. The differences between peak and mean response meaample, in our model cell, the great majority of responses in single-impulse experiments were in the linear to susures mostly disappeared, however, when 50 Hz stimulation was used including inhibitory inputs. Over the 250 perlinear range when predictions were 4mV or less (Figures 3C and 3D) . (In this range, summation of EPSP ms duration of the 50 Hz trials, both peak and mean summation followed a very similar sigmoidal relation.
peaks grew to an average of 132% of the linear benchmark for optimal stimuli.)
Use of Subthreshold Response Measure Comparison of Single Pulse and 50 Hz Stimulation
Restriction of data analysis to subthreshold voltage re-A second goal of this study was to compare summation sponses at the cell body means data will be discarded arithmetic for single impulse versus 50 Hz stimulation.
when a combined stimulus leads to a somatic spike. The electrophysiological state of the postsynaptic cell This produces a systematic reporting bias against cases is radically different under the two conditions. In one that generate the largest responses, which can arise case, a cell resting at Ϫ70mV is driven by single synchroeither from very strong inputs or from weaker inputs nous shock delivered to a population of excitatory synthat combine to produce unexpectedly large responses. apses. Locally within the dendritic branch, and at the A bias of either type can influence interpretations recell body, the response to inputs of moderate intensity garding the integrative propensities of the cell. is most often a few tens of milliseconds in duration and Poor Visibility of Distal Events straightforward-i.e., EPSP-like-in form. In contrast, a
The soma provides a poor vantage point from which to very strong shock could activate a dendritic calcium view integrative events in remote dendritic branches. spike with Na ϩ spikes riding atop, though the overall Powerful nonlinear effects arising from threshold crossshape of the response remained single event-like. The ings or saturation, which may be clearly visible at the dendritic response to 50 Hz stimulation is far more comsite of synaptic input, can be attenuated to the point of plicated, with small fast Na ϩ spikelets alternating with ambiguity when viewed through a somatic recording hyperpolarization and complex calcium and NMDAelectrode. dependent depolarizations. , where x is the total input to a subunit and s is the output.
Weakness of the Scatter Plot Representation
branch basis (Figures 3C and 3D 1987; Mel, 1992a Mel, , 1992b Mel, , 1993 . Our results here support a particular version of versus actual" scatter plots when 50 Hz inputs trains were used: (1) mean and peak response measures were this hypothesis in which the long, thin, unbranched, synapse-rich terminal dendrites may themselves act like more similar to each other, (2) both measures showed strong superlinear responses but virtually no strong classical neuron-like summing units, each with its own quasi-independent subunit nonlinearity. The cell body sublinear responses, and (3) summation between branches was linearized, that is, the trend to superlinear for its part, fed either directly by the basal dendrites or by the main trunk which acts as a high-efficiency conduit summation of mean response for the strongest impulse stimuli delivered to two branches ( Figure 3D ) was virtufrom the apical dendrites, sums together the dendritic subunit outflows to determine the cell's overall really absent ( Figure 4D In an object as biophysically complex as a pyramidal cell, however, it is unsafe to extrapolate from the sumsite(s), (3) more than two inputs are applied separately and together to compare predicted versus actual remation of subthreshold voltage responses originating in one or two dendritic branches to in vivo-like conditions sponses (3 is better than 2, and so on), (4) summation is quantified using multiple response measures at the involving multisite dendritic stimulation and suprathreshold somatic responses. This gap highlights a limicell body, (5) responses in the 0mV to 4mV range are specifically included in the analysis, (6) separate analytation of the present modeling study and of the experimental studies that have inspired it. In a companion sis is made of cases in which somatic spikes are generated, (7) within-branch and between-branch summation paper (Poirazi et al., 2003), we extend our studies of synaptic integration in the same model cell to the more results are compared head to head, (8) summation arithmetic is tracked and plotted over a range of stimulus realistic situation in which (1) the cell is driven by dozens of high-frequency-activated excitatory synapses disintensities within identified branches, and (9) quantitative measures such as average percent linearity are tributed in complex spatial patterns on many branches of the apical tree, and (2) the cell's suprathreshold reavoided, since they lead to inappropriate cancellation of superlinear and sublinear effects.
sponse is quantified by mean firing rate. dal cell dendrites contain a large number and variety of voltage-dependent channels distributed nonuniformly
